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ABSTRACT

The Australian Soldier Settlement Scheme was part of state and Commonwealth governments’ repatriation plans to assist returned men become farmers after the Great War. In New South Wales about 9,000 men including a small number of women became soldier settlers under this scheme.

One of the tenures promoted by the New South Wales government was group settlement. In the County of Cumberland, the greater Sydney area, six group soldier settlements were established between 1917 and 1920. All were small acreage, largely planned as poultry farms, with some viticulture and market garden blocks. Group settlement was promoted as suitable for men with no capital, little farming experience or those with war-related injuries. Seen as a fitting reward for service to their country, a small soldier settlement farm was an opportunity for many men to become a landowner.

This thesis provides a re-evaluation of the significance of group soldier settlement, linking it to earlier utopian ideals of communal living. It argues Labor politicians, notably Chris Watson and William Holman, promoted these ideals believing they would improve working men’s lives. Planned to benefit both the state’s economy and the ex-serviceman, this thesis argues group soldier settlement was a realistic way to settle large numbers of inexperienced men under supervision in a state that had little available Crown lands. It recognises government planners had little concept of the impact war-related injuries would have when ex-servicemen returned to civilian life, but argues plans for partially disabled men were inadequate post-war.

However, this thesis argues group soldier settlement was a chimera. More than 350 tried on these settlements, but few lasted. Soldier settlers on these group settlements were destined to fail largely due to their war-related physical and psychological disabilities. Pre-war most had relied on their physical strength and fitness working as unskilled labourers for a living. The war robbed them of their health, and gave the men few options. Following discharge they needed to find permanent work to support themselves with dignity. Group soldier settlement therefore seemed a practical option,
close to the on-going medical treatment many required. A war pension was never a living wage to support a man and his family.

Governments were confident group settlement would work – it did not. Forced to leave because of their health, many of these soldier settlers never worked again. For returned men on the group soldier settlements in the County of Cumberland, the shadows of the Great War lasted a lifetime.
The history of soldier settlement after World War I has still not been fully told. Spanning the years between the Great War and World War II, it is a part of Australian history that affected many thousands of Australians, but has largely been forgotten in history. My interest peaked after learning that my maternal grandfather was a soldier settler in the far west of New South Wales. Little did I realise when I began researching that it would be such a complicated and all too frequently depressing history.

This research belongs to the blokes on the six group soldier settlements in the County of Cumberland. To their descendants who helped bring this work to life by sharing family memories – Elizabeth Beckett, Bob Anson, Stan Coles, Jack and Lill Hephcer, Bruce Maidan, Dorothy Maidan, Ray Norton, George Norton, Stephen Norton, Neville Hall, Ken Philps, Kay Derome and Tony Steele – thank you.

The following people have helped and supported me in many ways during my research on soldier settlement. Kevin Herring undertook complicated investigations at the Department of Lands on my behalf. The trustees of the late Bruce Mitchell’s estate allowed open access to his extensive personal library, which provided valuable background information. My secondary supervisor Dr Nathan Wise through his research on World War I offered insights into this period of Australian history. Fellow student Dr Bec Fleming was both a travelling companion and a sounding board. Selena Williams, friend and archivist, provided invaluable support as well as professional expertise and assistance. Amanda Andrews’ perceptive critiques and analyses, help with editing and reassurance that this research could and should be done, has been a great tonic. Technology guru Dean Spaccavento was always available to sort out glitches, retrieve lost information and calm this non-technical student of history.

I am most indebted to my supervisor Associate Professor Melanie Oppenheimer, an exceptional teacher and historian. She not only believed in the worth of this project
but gave continual and oft-needed support whenever and however it was required. Without her input this thesis would have remained a large body of incomplete research.

My blokes, my family, always believed. I could not have attempted this work without the love and encouragement of Bill, Heather, Douglas, Rosemary and Dean.

To all these special people, my grateful thanks.
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